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ABOUT THIS BOOK:

If you are receiving this book, it is because we think you are the kind of company that 

celebrates its people, and cares about your company’s unique heritage and culture.  

We think you are passionate about the power of company storytelling, and would 

immediately see the benefits of collecting and preserving authentic stories contributed 

by employees, customers, partners and other important stakeholders. 

If we’ve got this right, we invite you to browse through this sample book and view 

excerpts from three recently completed Weeva corporate books. You’ll see:

• Sections from Sparefoot’s annual corporate yearbook

• Excerpts from Boundless Network’s 10th year anniversary book

• Stories from Capital Factory’s retrospective book

Weeva provides a platform and services that make it easy to collect stories and photos 

from everyone that you invite. Once the collection is complete, we work with you to 

curate, edit and design a custom premium book that reflects your very unique company.  

You decide how best to leverage the books - some customers use them for celebrations; to 

mark important events such as an IPO or acquisition; to celebrate employees, corporate 

milestones or product launches;  to communicate powerfully with employees, partners 

or investors about values or cultural transitions; for recruiting and retaining top talent.  

There are so many ways to leverage the valuable content!

Interested?   We’d love to chat with you about producing your very own Weeva book.  

We’ll be calling you to explore the many possibilities.   Until then, keep making rich and 

nuanced stories!  Then we’ll help you preserve them. 

So, what’s your story?

Kim Gorsuch 

Founder and CEO
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BOUNDLESS NETWORK:

In 2015, Boundless Network celebrated a milestone anniversary with a book entitled “10 

Years of Being Boundless!” Commissioned by CEO Henrik Johannson, it was designed 

to celebrate the people of Boundless Network and their many accomplishments.  The 

book features stories from over 70 contributors, including employees, advisors, alumni 

and partners. Here’s the intro to the project: 

This year, Boundless is celebrating its 10th anniversary since our founding in 2005! We are 

collecting stories from all of our team members across the country so that we can create a book 

of all of our favorite memories, photos and reflections on our fantastic journey. Once we have 

everybody’s input, we’ll create a beautiful hardcopy book to document all of our sentiments.

The project was completed start to finish in 4 months. In addition to personal reflections, 

the book includes custom sections on “Green Jacket” award winners,  an infographic on 

“Corporate Milestones” designed by Weeva and an“In Memoriam” list of employees.  The 

books were gifted to all participants at the company’s annual all-hands retreat.

TITLE:
10 Years of Being Boundless

PUBLISHED:
Q2 2015 

CONTENT:
286 pages
159 stories
88 participants

PROJECT
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WHAT WE LOVE 

ABOUT BEING 

BOUNDLESS!

W H Y  D I D  Y O U  WA N T  T O  W O R K  AT  B O U N D L E S S ?  

W H AT  I N S P I R E S  Y O U  A B O U T  Y O U R  J O B  O R 

Y O U R  C O L L E A G U E S ?   W H AT  D O  Y O U  L O V E 

M O S T  A B O U T  T H E  C O M PA N Y  A N D  I T S  C U LT U R E ?



Without a doubt, it is the AMAZING people — the people 

that drive the culture of this company. We work hard and we play hard! I have 

developed genuine friendships that I will cherish for the rest of my life. I have 

so many FUN memories of Boundless events and adventures. This picture was 

taken in Austin at Cedar Street after a Client Advisory Board meeting — the 

Spazmatics were playing. The night ended with prank calls to many of our 

Boundless friends (Sweet, Noel, JB, and even a “Baby Got Back” rendition via late 

night phone call to Henrik). I can’t imagine another company, in any industry, 

that has as much FUN as we do at Boundless! I love all you people!

Amber George
from:
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The people, the culture — it is impossible to create a 

more fun environment than we have at Boundless. The above pic was a pre-

party to Founders’ 2014 in my backyard. I’ve created great friendships with 

some of our suppliers over the years as well. They love Boundless almost as 

much as we do!

Noel Garcia
from:

Smart, Hungry, Passionate, Creative, 
Cool, Nice!... Six words that sum up the people of the Boundless 

culture. It’s a group of like-minded individuals from all walks of life working 

hard, playing hard and delighting in sharing the process of building for success. 

I like the respect we receive in the industry. I like being part of a team, not to 

settle or just to be good, but always looking for greatness.

Steven Cohen
from:

COMMENTS:
Cindy Goldsberry: Love you, Steve, for being you — and all you do for so many!!!
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When I started working at Boundless, I had no idea 

that not only was I starting a new job, but gaining a new family as well. I really 

can’t say enough about the people. It makes all the difference in the world to go 

to work each day with people you can truly call friends. The friendships I have 

made over the years here are some of my very best, and I can’t imagine my life 

without them. I am so thankful to be a part of the Boundless family!

Melissa Snyder
from:
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Well, my team and I joined Boundless in August of 2013 and 

it was the best business decision I’ve ever made, for a couple of reasons: 

First, I now have more time to spend with the beautiful little girl in the picture 

you see above. For those of you that know me, you know that McKenzie is my 

heart and soul— my reason for all that I do. Since joining Boundless, I haven’t had 

to take all of the extra time at night and in the early morning hours to follow up 

with suppliers, finance my orders, invoice clients, and write checks to vendors, 

etc. This has freed up more time to concentrate on selling and managing my 

team and educating clients on the tools and resources that are available to us 

(and them).

Daniel Jenne
from:
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Secondly, the people and the culture at Austin HQ are like I never could have 

imagined. The Boundless team is so intelligent and forward-thinking, and 

goofy at the same time.

A huge THANKS to our inside support (Stephanie Brooks), to our accounting 

representative (Mary Russell), to our marketing and tech team, and of course, 

our corporate leaders.

Being Boundless has allowed me to create a more fun, creative, tech-savvy, yet 

professional culture within our own team, consisting of Dwayne Long, Mark 

Seay, and our newest valuable addition, Monica Restrepo Barrett (out of the 

Nashville area). We just love being Boundless and look forward to the next 10 

years of our growing partnership with Boundless and Zazzle!!

Daniel Jenne

I love working alongside the best, brightest, and most 

insanely successful people in our industry. I am so happy to be a part of the 

disruptive innovation— selling portal as the free gift with purchase. Cheers!

Nicole McNamee
from:
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Starting on my first day at Boundless, I met a group of 

fantastic ladies in the Sales Support Department, many of whom I would now 

consider to be some of my closest friends. I was welcomed with lots of open 

arms and smiling faces. I’ve now been with Boundless for a little more than 

two years, and I love this company now, more than ever. I’ve never in my whole 

life been surrounded by a better group of smiling, happy, welcoming, generous, 

and loving people in my life. When you become a part of the Boundless family, 

you really do become just that, family. Boundless is BY FAR the most amazing 

company I’ve ever worked for, and even though we all have our tough days, we 

see each other through it all. I look forward to being here for years to come.

Stephanie Gorss
from:

One of the things I love most about being Boundless is 

everyone’s genuine interest in having fun and being inclusive. My second week 

at Boundless was Halloween, and I was so excited to hear that we were going to 

have a costume party with a contest and prizes! I was pleasantly surprised that 

I was able to convince the marketing team (Jenn and Rasmus) that we should 

dress up together as a single piece of candy corn… and equally surprised to find 

out that Rasmus had no idea what candy corn was. Jenn was so spirited in 

her white wig, and Rasmus in his orange jumpsuit, and together we rocked our 

costume. It was such a great way to feel so quickly welcomed into the Boundless 

culture. In addition, friends were invited to join for the party. I know this doesn’t 

sound like a big deal, but it meant a lot that I could invite my boyfriend, Sean, 

Stephanie Freyer
from:
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to see the Boundless office to meet 

my coworkers after just a of couple 

weeks. He has since come to every 

Boundless social event. Something 

as small as being inclusive is huge 

for a couple of kids in a new city, 

looking to make new friends.

Stephanie Freyer

Orange jumpsuits... and space! Need I say more?

Wanza Madrid
from:
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I love the fact that I work for a company that allows dogs in 

the office! How cool is that? It is great fun to meet my coworkers’ furry friends. 

My parents in Russia still think that I am making this up!!! There are indeed 

many fun/life/friends and business-affirmative ways to be boundless!

Uliana Vladimirovna
from:

Work hard, play hard, and never take yourself too seriously 

— a good way to live your life, and I believe this small phrase best represents the 

culture at Boundless. I can remember my first time out to Founders’ back when 

it was held in the office. I was brand spanking new to the company and it was 

my first time in Austin. Being a newbie, I was looking for some insights into the 

company and someone to hang with at the bar, when Mark Sweet came up and 

introduced himself to me and we started swapping stories. It took all of about 

five minutes for me to take a liking to Mark, and it was quickly evident that this 

guy was a bit quirky (which is cool), but also a smart guy who worked hard and 

played hard. As the night wore on, I will always remember Mark extending his 

hand to me and showing me by example what it means to Be Boundless.

John Dillon
from:
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The thing I love most about Boundless is the amazing 

people I have met while working here. When I took this job, I had no idea that 

I would meet such amazing friends, who I know will always be a huge part of 

my life. I have been so blessed by the opportunities I’ve had at Boundless, and 

I love working here more and more each day. There’s something special about 

Boundless, and I’m so glad to be a part of it.

Morgan Wilks
from:
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The people make it special. Jason Black was 

the first person I met prior to signing on. Though we talked about little other 

than college basketball and mechanical bull riding, I felt really good about 

the Boundless culture and vision. I always looked forward to his motivational 

emails and quotes, some of which I still have posted on my desk. The pep talks 

from Pat Barry, the constant innovation from Henrik and Wanza and the Austin 

team, as well as speedy problem solving from Robyn, Dan and many others, 

allow me to go into battle with confidence each time. I’m also grateful for my 

sales peers, who obtain and share an absolute mountain of industry knowledge. 

I’m so grateful to be associated with these talented people. 

Clark Hale
from:

And really, where else could you could receive a Nacho Libre meme from your 

company founder congratulating you for a big order??! Be Boundless!

Clark Hale
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What I love about Boundless is without a doubt 

the people I am blessed to work with. I love that we share— that someone will 

always have your back. Beware vendors, we talk… we talk A LOT! I was working 

on a Christmas ornament project and wanted to use a new vendor, so I sent out 

a request to all Boundless peeps asking about the vendor. Neal Skuro not only 

responded, but called me at 11p.m., after he got home, to talk to me about why I 

shouldn’t use them! Who does that for a coworker?? I love that every year at PPAI 

and Founders’, Ellen Allentoff, Chrissy Manwaring, and Debbie Lasovick and I 

pick up like it was yesterday instead of months since we have seen each other. 

I love Murray Nagel’s Dallas meetings and being the unofficial notetaker. I love 

the enthusiasm, the weirdness, the fun, but most of all, I love being Boundless!

Kim Esson
from:

I can’t stop looking 
outside my office window, and I never 

get enough of the breathtaking roof 

terrace view. Boundless Network is the 

best company, and Austin is the best 

city with all its beauty. What a great 

combination!

Mollie Silfverhjelm
from:
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What I love most about being Boundless: the people. This is a 

collection of highly creative people whose imagination and energy are changing 

the industry in amazing ways. I’m so proud to be a part of this team.

One more thing I love about Boundless — SUPPORT! The inside support team makes 

my job so much easier. I have had the privilege of working with fabulous support 

team members over my years with Boundless: Lisa Smith, Nicole Kay, Stephanie 

Gorss, Melissa Snyder, the Mission Control Team — Wanza Berry, Rasmus Wendt, 

accounting and invoicing — Kendall Klein, Will Covarrubias. When things go 

sideways on an order, and a supplier drops the ball, having a team of support to 

help straighten everything out makes even crappy days into good days.

Crissy Manwaring
from:
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When I started working at Boundless five years ago, 

I had no idea what I was getting myself into. At the time, I was fresh out of 

college, moving to a new city, and pretty timid. Starting on the Support Team, 

I made instant friends. Not just the “Say ‘hello’ in the hall” type of friends, but 

instead I was lucky enough to meet the type of friends that you do not find 

anywhere else. They are inspiring, kind, hilarious, lifelong friends. Boundless 

has a culture that is unmatched and I feel so grateful to have met the wonderful 

people that make Boundless what it is today. I have learned so much from each 

goofy character at this company. I truly cannot imagine working anywhere 

else. Thanks for being you, Boundless Network!

Britt Dinan
from:
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I love so many things about Boundless, from the culture, 

the people, their neverending support and mentorship, and the ability to 

prioritize my family and business. But one thing for sure, we would not all 

be here if it wasn’t for Jason’s vision, and his partnership with Henrik. To be 

a part of a forward-thinking company, a company that listens to us and our 

customers, one that creates a culture where we all help each other and foster 

great relationships... I feel privileged to be a part of Boundless. We are Boundless! 

Thank you! Can’t wait to see the evolution of Boundless over the next 10 years!

Melissa Zon
from:
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I joined Boundless nine years ago… Where 

has the time gone? I have gained so much by being a part of Boundless Network. 

Like so many others, I got a call from Jason Black. His opening line was, “some 

people call me a stalker.” I almost hung up on him, but decided to hear him out. 

We met soon after and I agreed to go to Austin to check out the opportunity. 

Upon walking in the door, I saw a familiar face — Jason Broadhead. THE Jason 

Broadhead that I had known since seventh grade. I couldn’t believe it. He had 

just started within a few weeks of my being there. I knew if Jason was a part of 

this company, it had to be good. I was at a recruiting event and had already been 

there for a day and passed Amber George — her darling dress caught my eye 

and of course I had to talk to her about it. We hit it off and we joined Boundless 

Charmaine Poteet
from:

together just a couple of months later. She’s been my Boundless BFF ever since. 

The friendships I have made through the years have blessed me tremendously! 

This photo was from PPAI Vegas 2010.

Charmaine Poteet
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M I L E S T O N E S  I N F O G R A P H I C

This infographic was custom 
designed by Weeva for the 
Boundless book project.





CAPITAL FACTORY

Capital Factory is the entrepreneurial center of gravity for the Austin start-up scene.   

Nurturing over 550 start-ups (including Weeva and Sparefoot), and hosting over 850 

community events with over 12,000 participants in 2015 alone, Capital Factory is a 

happening place.  They used Weeva to collect stories and photos from founders, partners, 

entrepreneurs and mentors.   What emerges is a charming and fond retrospective 

on Capital Factory’s important role in stimulating and supporting Austin’s start-up 

ecosystem.  

This book is finishing in early 2016.  It will be gifted to founders, partners, investors, 

employees and others throughout the year. 

TITLE:
Quit Your Job and Become An Entrepreneur
PUBLISHED:
Q1 2016 

CONTENT:
152 pages
60 stories
46 participants

PROJECT
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IN THE BEGINNING...



J O S H U A 
BAER

FROM

It was the fall of 2008 and I had just started working on OtherInbox a year prior. There wasn’t a startup 

community in Austin—just one group called Bootstrap Austin that met monthly and had a handful of real 

entrepreneurs there like Brett Hurt and Neelan Choksi.

Y Combinator and Techstars had started a year before, and as soon as I heard about them I wondered 

why Austin didn’t have anything like that. I drew from my days at Trilogy University in 1999 and the 

Survivor-style bootcamp that we went through, and combined that with some advice from Brad Feld to 

design the initial program and structure.

The first person I talked to about the idea was Bryan Menell, because he ran the popular blog, 

AustinStartup.com, and was a good friend. The next person I talked to was Brett Hurt, but he was laser-

focused on Bazaarvoice and suggested I talk to Sam Decker. The three of us became the first Capital 

Factory directors.

We planned the program and recruited the mentors in January and February, and then launched officially 

in March, 2009 – right before SXSW.
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One of the first events we held to meet entrepreneurs was an information session at Conjunctured, the 

only coworking space in town at the time, and the place where all of the cool kids hung out.

Jason Cohen, Ian Clarke, and Marc Yagjian all attended as mentors, and there were probably another 20 

or 30 others (including the Infochimps).

JOSHUA BAER

Jason Cohen:  I still have that shirt. And people still ask how to get $20,000 for their startup. (That prompt 

was on the back of the shirt.) Of course, now you get more than that!

B RYA N 
MENELL

FROM

Josh Baer and I had been discussing how several people had been talking about creating a program in 

Austin similar to Y Combinator, but nobody seemed to actually be taking any action.

At a tech event that we were both attending one afternoon, Josh was on his laptop and showed me two 

Google Docs that he was working on. One of them was the financial model that eventually became the 

20/20 plan where we gave each company $20,000 in cash and $20,000 in services. The other was the 

initial mentor list.

We made a list of every person we knew in Austin that we thought would be a good mentor. It had to 

be someone who had founded a company, helped it grow over time, and eventually had a successful 

exit. We felt that experience in the entire lifecycle was vitally important. Next we took the list and stack-

ranked it with the most desired mentors at the top of the list.

At some point, we divided up the list and started calling from the top down until we had 17 more who 

said yes. Those 17 mentors, plus Josh, Sam, and myself, were the 20 that made the first program happen.
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BRYAN MENELL

In March of 2009, in the midst of SXSW, Brad Feld (of Techstars) agreed to meet us in Josh’s office at the 

Omni to talk about our vision for Capital Factory. I had never met Brad before, only read his insightful 

blog posts. I don’t think Josh had ever met him in person before either. What followed was amazing.

Most people would be protective of their ideas, secret sauce, and key insights that made their program 

so successful. Not Brad. It was like he gave us a two-hour master class on how to create a successful 

startup accelerator program. 

We just took notes and soaked it all up: the top three things we should do first; the list of things we 

should absolutely not do; the things we’ll be tempted to do that we shouldn’t; how to structure the 

schedules; the importance of pitch practice.

I would venture to guess that he saved us a lot of embarrassment and heartache, and the companies 

from that first class were the direct beneficiaries of his wisdom.
60 61



I still remember the day that Josh pulled a group of us together in his kitchen and started to talk about the 

idea of a new kind of accelerator—a little bit like a combination of Y Combinator and Techstars, but also 

uniquely Austin. The five of us were all experienced entrepreneurs, and we wanted to create something 

that we would want to join. The basic guiding spirit was “entrepreneurs helping entrepreneurs.”

I really didn’t know what I was getting into at the time, but soon enough, I signed up to become one of 

the original mentors. Next, we were picking the original cohort companies, and writing the first checks. 

It was all very organic—our intention was to adapt to the needs of those first companies, while also 

deciding how to have the biggest possible impact on Austin. The initial cohorts showed us that startups 

don’t evolve in a neat, linear path in a 10-week program; rather, we needed to relax the time constraint 

to let each company find its natural pace. If we were going to have a longer program, we would need 

work space—and the idea of combining coworking with an accelerator was born. Soon we added our 

first 25,000 square feet of office space.

ORGANIC EVOLUTION

M E L L I E 
PRICE

FROM

About that time, we also realized that community was a critical element to startup success. Because we 

had the space AND we wanted to foster a robust community, we began to sponsor our own events, as 

well as let others use our space to host theirs. This helped expose more people to Capital Factory in a 

really positive way. It was a win for everyone. Once we had community, the next obvious hurdle for our 

startups was access to capital—so we started a fund.

What I love best about Capital Factory is that it has grown organically to meet the needs of the community. 

It’s different from other Accelerators in the way it combines the pieces of coworking space, Accelerator 

program, and a fund, all in one place. Capital Factory is itself a startup, and models the way that we think 

startups should be developed—i.e., find a real need, develop and evolve a solution that meets that need, 

and create a business model that stands the test of time. It’s inspiring to see how the community has 

come together and evolved so rapidly. I’m honored to be a part of it.

MELLIE PRICE
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1,861 days from they day I’m writing this we announced Capital Factory. 

Today Capital Factory could be measured by many things: 112,000 web results; 4,500 tweets; 14,000 

followers; 6,900 FB likes; five demo days; countless events and crawls; a frickin’ building; the frickin’ 

president; and thousands of entrepreneurs impacted! Just like a startup, you never know what happens 

once you light a match.

Bryan Menell and I co-founded Capital Factory with Josh back in 2009. I think we all wanted different 

things, but most of all we all wanted to grow Austin entrepreneurship. Josh was the major force behind it 

all, and as Bryan and I got caught up in our companies a few years later, Josh carried it so much further 

than we ever imagined; though perhaps not further than he imagined!

My favorite memory of Capital Factory is when Josh and I judged a three-day startup competition. What 

big startup ever comes out of one of those? We already had a full slot of great startups for the first 

summer’s accelerator program, but we both liked this founder, Q Beck, and a company called Famigo, 

which set out to connect parents and kids with friendly games. We loved the passion and the mission of 

S A M 
DECKER

FROM

the idea. He didn’t have a technical co-founder, just himself and Matt (his co-founder) with an idea. Fast 

forward five years… and yesterday I logged into my AT&T wireless account to see Famigo as an $4.95 

option! Like many startups, it took twists, turns and pivots, but Q had determination and perseverance 

to pursue his vision. I’m proud we played a small part in that.

Those stories repeat over and over. Sparefoot was a big hit, and the first company who moved from 

another state into Capital Factory. Years later, we’d get hundreds of applications outside of Texas, 

bringing new ideas and talent to Austin. For that, and a much larger role CF plays in accelerating the 

startup community, I’m thankful to Josh and everyone involved in such a great engine for our city and 

our passions.

SAM DECKER
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FIRST EXPERIENCES AT 
CAPITAL FACTORY



“I would never use your product.”

Those were the words I heard in my first conversation with a Capital Factory mentor.

My cofounder and I moved to Austin from California just one day prior to this. I’d never even been to 

Texas, and was as excited as I was terrified. I spent hours wondering what people would think about our 

company, how the mentors were going to help us, if those people would be wearing cowboy hats, and 

so on.

Our first Capital Factory event was a dinner with all the mentors and new companies. I’d already built up 

in my head that these people were geniuses, so it was intimidating enough to approach and introduce 

myself to someone there. When I did—only to hear we sucked and they’d never use our service—it was 

probably the most demoralizing experience I’ve ever had. I didn’t know how to respond, and I remember 

wanting to get the hell out of there.

FIRST WORDS

M A R I O 
FEGHALI

FROM
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But that moment that felt like eternity was immediately followed by a slap on the back, a gregarious 

laugh, and an offer to try a sip of his fru-fru cocktail; because if I liked it, he’d order me the same. The 

man was Mikey Trafton. The drink was probably garnished with a mini-umbrella.

I still can’t get over how fast I went from feeling horrifically uncomfortable to feeling like I could talk 

to this guy about anything. For the next two years, we subleased office space from Mikey. I saw him 

practically every day. He taught us how to sell, supported us through complicated people issues, and 

set the example for how to approach culture. He continued telling me our product sucked (and he was 

right), but then he taught us how to fix it. He did all this while still running his own company.

Mikey’s profound and positive impact on our lives was one of many amazing surprises we’ve received 

out of moving to Austin and being part of Capital Factory.

Recently, we invited Mikey to our all-hands meeting to present on a topic of his choosing. We imagined 

it would give everyone at SpareFoot the chance to experience Mikey’s inspiring insight and wisdom 

firsthand. He chose to school our company on the history of champagne, and how to pop open a bottle 

with a saber. Mikey provided and used an actual saber in the demonstration. No pride was harmed.

MARIO FEGHALI

In 2009 I’d been in Austin a few years but still felt fairly new in town; and little did I know, my life was about 

to change dramatically. I wanted to become more active in the angel investment and startup community 

in Austin. I noticed an article about Capital Factory in the Austin Business Journal and reached out to 

the author, Christopher Calnan, for an intro to Josh Baer. I was pleasantly surprised when Christopher 

responded, and even more so when Josh replied to my followup email to him. Josh and I ended up 

meeting at one of my favorite venues, the Whole Foods at Sixth and Lamar. Between the two of us 

bouncing off the walls on how much we enjoyed working with startups, it was a rapid-fire and fun lunch. 

Pretty much everything is rapid-fire with Josh, and it continued that way. I soon became a lead mentor 

(and enjoyed the role immensely), working with Chuck and Mario on Sparefoot and seeing them take off. 

Meeting the other mentors was a great experience. The mentors, companies, partners, and community 

were phenomenal. It has really helped me connect with and contribute to the Austin community and 

build lasting relationships, and at the end of the day for me, that’s what Capital Factory is all about.

NEW IN TOWN

R U S S E L L 
HINDS

FROM
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My first impression of Capital Factory was of a downtown tech startup, jam-packed with seemingly 

self-entitled, white, privileged, adult children and mentors who were retired, bored business execs that 

enjoyed the ego stroke of young people clamoring for their opinions and advice.

As I think back to my early days, I realize that I was intimidated, bitter, and overwhelmed by what 

appeared to be a giant “members only” club. Each day someone changed this perception for me. Every 

day it seemed I would encounter someone hell-bent on doing me a favor with no request or ask in 

return. My suspicion slowly turned to incredulous amazement. My insecurity evolved into confidence. 

The massive chip on my shoulder eventually crumbled until I was telling everyone that the best move 

they could make for their startup was to join Capital Factory. I was, and am, a believer.

My experience at Capital Factory is not an isolated one, but something that happens on a daily basis here. 

It is a community of people trying to do something most humans would be too scared or reasonable to 

attempt. It’s no wonder that Austin has such a renowned national (or even global) reputation for being 

a collaborative city. Having experienced Capital Factory, Rocket Space, The Brandery, TechStars, and YC, 

I wonder if Capital Factory is not just the center of gravity for startups in Austin, but the catalyst of this 

FIRST WORDS

B E N 
CANTEY

FROM
camaraderie and drive to help everyone get a leg up. It’s the “give first, ask second’ mentality at Capital 

Factory and in Austin that separates us from the rest of the country.

Josh, the mentors, staff, partners, and members have created a mad machine out of this desire to give 

back to entrepreneurs, and in doing so have altered the heart and soul of Austin. Hats off to you all and 

thank you for mending this broken-down entrepreneur.

BEN CANTEY
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I left my home 18 months ago, along with my job, friends, and my sense of belonging. I looked around at 

the amazing group of friends that gathered in my NYC apartment for my going away party and wondered, 

“What the heck am I thinking?” But it was too late—the job was forfeited, the apartment subleased, the 

tickets booked, and a few days later, I was on a plane to Istanbul with my girlfriend. I had traded my 

comfortable life for something much more unpredictable. My nine-month journey through Asia was 

the experience of a lifetime. I hung out with Brahmins, dove with sharks, ate scorpions, and grew my 

edtech company school by school, city by city, country by country. But with two months left in the trip, 

I received disturbing news. My co-founder was leaving the company. When I returned to the US, my life 

did not return to what it was. No paycheck, no girlfriend, no co-founder, no home. I went to Colorado for 

the winter. I skied hard. I worked harder. I had a blast—but I wasn’t home. At the end of the ski season, 

I went back to my childhood home in Vermont. I reconnected with my family and oldest friends. I swam 

in the lake I grew up on. I got my jump shot back; but I still wasn’t home. Then I got the news that my 

company, PenPal Schools, had been selected for the Capital Factory incubator. I went for it. Within a 

week of arriving, my network had exploded. The gravity of this place enabled me to find an amazing new 

CTO and a head of marketing—people who really share my passion and my vision—before I had even 

unpacked my suitcase. I’ve been here four weeks now, and not a day has passed where I haven’t met 

J O E 
TROYEN

FROM

WHERE I BELONG

someone to advise, connect, or inspire me. I’ve been to a half dozen rock concerts, visited some beautiful 

swimming holes, and met some truly strange people. And yesterday—for the first time in 18 months—I 

finally unpacked my suitcase. This is it. I’m home. And after all this time wondering where I was going to 

end up, it feels pretty great to know that I’m exactly where I belong.

JOE TROYEN
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Prior to joining Capital Factory, we were working on Goodybag for nearly 18 months, and it was a 

freaking nightmare (different business from what we have now). Although we had a growing user base 

of fifty-five thousand users, it was a terribly crappy business that wasn’t providing real value or making 

enough money. It was immensely stressful, and it still hurts to think about: our team had grown to an 

unsustainable count of 32 people (11 of them lived in our house); we burned through nearly $1 million 

(from family and savings—and they didn’t understand the situation); we had roughly $80,000 left in the 

bank; we had already wiped out our savings; we couldn’t raise more money; we had key team members 

growing anxious; and I was down to 120 pounds—fighting depression while still keeping everyone 

motivated. In summary, we were idiots. We didn’t learn and adapt fast enough, and we may have initially 

been overconfident based on small successes in previous ventures. Unfortunately, we were completely 

isolated from the Austin entrepreneurial community. Otherwise, I believe things would have been VERY 

different.

While we still had the chance, we let go of 25 employees, trashed the business and ended with four and 

one-half months of runway left. We jumped into a completely new business, got a little bit of traction, 

and joined Capital Factory before we drowned. I remember meeting with Josh before we applied to 

J AY 
PANCHAL

FROM

SHOULD HAVE JOINED EARLIER
make sure our chances were strong for getting in. I also remember Mikey telling us he’d invest on the 

day of our CF interview…whew! Capital Factory was a game changer. There’s at least a 50% chance that 

Goodybag would have completely failed if Capital Factory didn’t exist.

It’s unavoidable; everyone starts off naive, inexperienced, and with a varying amount of luck. Actually, I’d 

argue that we’re ALWAYS naive. The point is to avoid stagnation, accelerate your personal growth, kick 

ass, and also maximize your ability to get lucky. Capital Factory helps with all of this by rubbing us against 

the best people and organizations this city has to offer. We all grow faster because of it, and we all 

maximize our ability to get lucky because of the number of opportunities it exposes. I think I personally 

accelerated at least four years in one year’s worth of time… amazing.

JAY PANCHAL

*    *    *
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Capital Factory is a place that never sleeps. It is a place people are powerfully drawn to, and some don’t 

even know why. It is a big and powerful place, yet to some, still a mystery. It is a place people want to 

be. Capital Factory is the sun in a tech startup solar system where the gravitational force pulls in bright 

minds and unparalleled dedication. The companies are planets swirling around this giant lifeforce. 

Except, this solar system has about 550 planets. Capital Factory is a place starving startups can eat. It is a 

place of laughing, leftovers and laptops. Capital Factory is an exclusive place. An exclusive place with an 

incredible and growing VIP list. This is a place of languages: Java, C+, Python, Finnish, JavaScript, Spanish, 

Estonian, Ruby, etc. It is also a place of culture, both online and off. Capital Factory is an incubator not 

just for startups, but a place to foster community and camaraderie. It is a place of networking, news and 

novelties. So, what is this place?

L I LY 
JONES

FROM

FIRST WORDS

As we grew up we all had our heroes. Our heroes were the people that made us believe that the world 

was a magical place, a platform to express our newly discovered teenage independence, and a universe 

for exciting new science.

For me, the Ultima game series in the Amiga computer was all that I could think of as a preteen. Guns N’ 

Roses’ lyrics resonated with the new emotions and feelings that invaded my head as a teenager living in 

downtown Madrid, because they expressed my refusal of the status-quo and the international politics 

of the 90s. Later on, while getting my degree in physics at Northeastern University in Boston, I was 

completely mesmerized by the ability of Mathematica to deal with the symbolic equations of quantum 

mechanics in a Dec Alpha 500 in the basement of the physics building. These were my heroes, and I 

never expected to meet them in real life. Heroes had that unreachable quality about them.

In January 2013, our startup company, GCL, was accepted into the Capital Factory. We applied because 

our adviser and chairman told us to. It was a business decision. I could not imagine that this simple 

business-motivated decision would allow me to get close to the heroes of my past, but it did... fast. 

In less than four months I got to sit down and chat about business and computer games with “Lord 

H U S AY N 
ALVAREZ-GOMARIZ

FROM

FIRST WORDS
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British”, Richard Garriott, hang around with Guns N’ Roses’ most iconic figure, Slash, at SXSW, and meet 

with Mathematica creator Stephen Wolfram. That is three out of three, and all of them in one place: the 

Capital Factory.

Somehow, a forgotten sense of magic has came back to me; a sense that anything is possible and that 

our heroes are reachable, if you are in the right place at the right moment. For me, that place is the 

Capital Factory and the time is now.

HUSAYN ALVAREZ-GOMARIZ
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SPAREFOOT

Sparefoot is one of Austin’s hottest young companies, and its founders are absolutely 

passionate about leading through culture. The pages that follow showcase their unique 

culture at a point in time when they are growing rapidly but also maturing into an “adult” 

company. Their book is a combination of living history and corporate yearbook.  Similar 

to other “culture forward” companies, they publish a corporate yearbook annually.

Notice that this book includes their brand standards, and reflects the playfulness of 

their company in both photos and stories.

TITLE:
A Look Back Inside: Deez Units

PUBLISHED:
Q4 2015 

CONTENT:
212 pages
400 pictures
73 participants

PROJECT
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Cover Design

A  L O O K  B A C K  I N S I D E : 

DEEZ UNITS
SPAREFOOT 2014–2015
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SPAREFEET
You may not know what an average day at SpareFoot will look like. However, one thing always 

remains. Feet are not just coworkers; they are friends, partners in crime, and many times, our 

pseudo-family.



21

3 4

1.
Kick Asstley: we gotta run!!!

2. Josh Strey:
On the way to Sandler in Orlando!

3. Katie Luna:
Twins for the day, Lora and Tiffany

4. Melissa van de Putte:
Flight School Graduation

5.
Volleyball squad at Moontower Saloon.

6. Katie Smith:
We bleed teamwork.

6

5
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7. Melissa van de Putte:
Yes, Rooster has a suit.

8. Katie Smith:
Come work here!

9. Storie Teague:
Classic selfie attack by Trey.

10. Melissa van de Putte:
Shaleika visiting Uncle Bob’s...

11. Robert Boler:
The final step in Amy’s mentorship...

12. Katie Smith:
PD rockin’ out.

11

12
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13. Robert Boler:
#ACL

14. Kacy Jones:
Did you show up to work and find your 
twin? Twinning!

15. Iris Michele Hernandez:
Ace Jam Christmas Potluck.

16.
Chris L. and Micah match if you look 
closely...

17.
Overall twins—Gertie and Catfu

16

17
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DAY IN THE LIFE
What does a Day in the Life of a SpareFooter look like? BigFoot awards. A wonderful meal from 

Andres and crew. Devbot. Random displays of kindness. Chario couples costumes. Champagne 

for any reason. Data-driven banter. CU29 HHs. Client love. SparePup cuddles. Storage slingin’. 

Change, change and more change among other themes.
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1. Jesse Andrews:
Jesse defeating The Mountain in arm 
wrestling.

2.
Quinn, Swilli, and Morgan O.

3. Robert Boler:
Leaf Blair alone, y’all.

4. William Barrett BeRadical 
McConnell IV:
GhostfACE Killahs team photo!

5. Jesse Andrews:
The sexiest ladies in town, Barrett  
and Jesse.

6.
Chris A. Tiffany, Elon, Robo, Chris M. 
and Storie.

7.
Hilary, Storie, Katie L., and Melissa C.

8.
Massage time!

6

7

8
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9. Willa Glesener:
With Hafthor at a storage facility. Pretty 
typical day for a SpareFooter.

10. Storie Teague:
That one day in October when a mere 
hipchat discussion inspired these ACE 
ice cream cakes!

11. Trey Crosby:
Happy Halloween from the ACE Team! 
Halloween 2014.

12. Trey Crosby
“ACErs” tour a storage facility in Round 
Rock to get a better idea of what a 
customer’s experience would be like 
after they talk to them on the phone. 
This also helped agents understand the 
storage world, so when customers have 
those tough questions, they are able to 
answer with real-life experience.

13. Mark Bay:
Big but not shitty meeting.

12

13
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14.
Jesse A. pootin’ home!

15. Annissa Peterson:
The awesome results of the very first 
ACE Cage.

16. Tevis Paxton:
For a number of reasons, the first 
quarter of 2015 wasn’t an easy one for 
the Sales Team. Changes in the market 
as well as within the team meant that 
they were having to do more with less, 
and in early March things were looking 
bleak as far as the numbers went. But 
instead of giving up, they doubled 
down on their efforts and miraculously 
pulled it off.

To celebrate, they did what anyone 
would do: they put on suits and took a 
limo down to Chili’s in San Marcos.

17.
ACE out and abound.

18.
You have officially been branded.

17

18
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SPAREPUPS
A SPAREPUP PLEE

I wish the SparePups knew their value to the Feet, 

how Lemon jumping on your legs is sometimes the exact joy you need.

I wish the SparePups knew what a snuggle on a Lovesac does, 

how a wet kiss from Franklin can spark inspiration to give some client love. 

Should the SparePups know the power of their four-legged fleet, 

how their smiling faces (and jingling collars) inspire all SpareFeet,

they may be trash dogs, or expel their bowels under a desk,

but are the sweetest SparePups that no Feet could detest.

Katie Smith
from:
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6

7

8 9

1. Kim Williams:
Emma the Rat Terrier (Shaleika) 
demolishes monkey’s face

2. Kacy Jones:
Lulu Jones loves her new job!

3. Kim Williams:
Newest addition to the SparePups pack, 
Lemon the Maltese helps her mum  
(Andrea) take calls.

4. Melissa van de Putte:
Buddy rocked the yellow bandana

5. Kim Williams:
Baby Lemon bonds with Josh B.

6. Kim Williams:
A regular fixture in the office, Boxer Sir 
Benjamin Franklin (Iris) takes a break 
from the love.

7. Kim Williams:
Life is tough for a SparePup. Franklin is 
down for the post-lunch snooze.

8. Jeremy Rachel:
Prescott chillin’ with Client Relations.

9. Tatiana Gebing:
Kota the classy gentleman.
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10. Melissa van de Putte:
Tati’s pup Kingsley!

11. Morgan O’Donnell:
Billie dog and Mommy Melissa.

12. Lainie Tierce:
On Wednesdays we wear pink...

13. Katie Luna:
Bonnie is super excited about being a 
unicorn!

14. Tatiana Gebing:
Bruce Wayne just pondering.

15. Lainie Tierce:
Pixie meets the Mountain!

16. Lainie Tierce:
Magic is real!

17. Iris Michele Hernandez:
Franklin is a ladies man.

18. Iris Michele Hernandez:
Billie’s first day of school!

14

15

17 18

16
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21 22 23

24 25

26 27

28

19. Iris Michele Hernandez:
Snuggle Buddies.

20. Lily Youn:
Allie’s baby, George Michael~

21. Katie Smith:
SparePup in da’ wilderness!

22. Emily Lowe:
Gilbert takes a few calls and shows us 
what slinging storage is all about.

23. Tatiana Gebing:
Zsa Zsa enjoying the 1st ever SF Picnic!

24. Storie Teague:
Lord Byron the ladies man. (Storie’s 
Sparepup)

25.
Pixie!

26. Blair Wooldridge:
Franklin!

27. Blair Wooldridge:
Moose!

28. Mike Reza:
Kota slangin’ storage
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CHILI COOK OFF
FEBRUARY 2015

“Twenty participants brought their homemade chili to compete in the 3rd annual Chili Cookoff 

this year.  All chili participants won a hot pad, and placed winners received either a gift card to 

Williams-Sonoma or Texas Chili Parlor!  After a suspenseful afternoon of fierce tasting and debate, 

the votes were tallied.  Robbie Reed took home the gold!  And Juan Torres repeated his veggie 

chili reign.  Can they stay on top next year?“ 

— Evan Huston

CHILI

1st Robbie Reed (Pot #15)

2nd Lainie Tierce (Pot #6)

3rd Storie Teague (Pot #5)

Runners Up:  Cathy & Juan

VEGGIE CHILI

1st Juan Torres (#12) (2-time Veggie Champ!)

CORNBREAD

1st Lainie Tierce (#3)

R E S U LT S :



Having been raised in the chili cook-off circuit as a 

child, I’ve always made a traditional ‘competition-style’ chili- – NO BEANS. The recipe 

I use is of course, top secret. It was bestowed upon me by my grandma who actually 

lives in Terlingua, Texas...the equivalent of Mecca for the chiliheads. I took home the gold 

medal last year, so I was extra nervous about the results, because people REALLY stepped 

up their game this year!! I still managed to come in 3rd place and it was an honor to even 

get that far, because Robbie and Lainie’s batches were legit!

Storie Teague
from:
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Loaded Cornbread

Instructions:

Ingredients:

3 cups self-rising corn meal

3 eggs

2 1/2 cups milk

1/2 cup of oil 

    (I used the reserved bacon grease)

1 1/2 cups grated cheese

2 tablespoons sugar

1 small onion, diced

1/4 lb (or about 6 strips) bacon, fried 

    and crumbled

1 can creamed corn

1 small jar diced pimento (drained)

1/4 cup jalapeño peppers,  

    chopped finely

Lainie Tierce
from:

Sauté onions and jalapeños till soft. Mix all the ingredients together very well. Preheat 

your oven to about 350 degrees and bake in a preheated and pre-greased cast iron pan 

for about 25-30 minutes or until golden brown. The secret is in the cast iron pan, and the 

one I use was my Grandmothers!
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Lainie’s 2nd Place Chili

Ingredients:

FOR THE CHILI POWDER

3 ancho chiles, stemmed, seeded and sliced

3 cascabel chiles, stemmed, seeded and sliced

3 dried arbol chiles, stemmed, seeded  

    and sliced

2 tablespoons whole cumin seeds

2 tablespoons garlic powder

1 tablespoon dried oregano

1 teaspoon smoked paprika

FOR THE CHILI

4 tablespoons chili powder

2 tablespoons cumin seeds

8 ounces bacon

2 pounds boneless beef chuck cut into  

     1/4-inch cubes

1 pound ground chuck

1 pound (2 medium) white onions, chopped

2 jalapeños diced

2 tablespoon masa harina (corn flour)

2 teaspoons paprika

1 teaspoon dried Mexican oregano

1 teaspoon ground black pepper

½ teaspoon salt

4 large garlic cloves, minced

1 bottle Negro Modelo beer

2 cups beef broth

1 28-ounce can crushed tomatoes

Lainie Tierce

Preparation:

FOR THE CHILE POWDER

Place the chiles on a sheet pan in a 350 degree oven and cook, turning as needed, until 

lightly toasted. Transfer to a plate to cool. Put the cumin seeds in a hot pan and stir until 

fragrant. Transfer to a bowl to cool.

Using a spice grinder or a clean coffee grinder, grind in batches into a powder. Pour into 

a bowl. Grind the cumin seeds into a powder and add to the bowl. Add the oregano, 

smoked paprika, and garlic powder. If the mixture is still coarse, grind again until fine. 

Reserve 4 tablespoons for the chili; save the rest in a jar.

FOR THE CHILI

In a Dutch oven over medium heat, stir the cumin seeds until fragrant, about 1 minute. 

Pour onto a work surface and using a small, heavy skillet, crush them coarsely. Set aside.

Return the pot to medium-high heat, add the bacon and fry until crisp, 5 to 8 minutes. 

Transfer to paper towels and save the left over grease.

Lainie Tierce
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Increase the heat to high. Working in small batches, add the beef cubes to the pot and 

cook, stirring, until well browned on all sides. Then brown the ground beef. Using a 

slotted spoon, transfer the beef to a bowl.

Reduce the heat to medium, add the onions and jalapeños to the remaining bacon 

drippings and sauté until lightly browned, about 8 minutes. Add the masa harina to the 

veggies and bacon grease. Stir and let cook for a couple of minutes.

Add the crushed cumin, reserved chili powder, paprika, oregano, black pepper, salt and 

garlic and cook, stirring often, for 1 minute. Crumble in the bacon and add the broth, 

tomatoes, bottle of beer, and the browned beef. Increase the heat to high and bring to a 

boil, then decrease the heat to low, cover partly and simmer for 2 hours, until the meat is 

very tender. Add water as needed to maintain a good chili consistency.

Lainie Tierce

1.
Artie, David, and Tabby tasting  
the goods.

2.
Juan T. sampling the chilis.

1

2
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FOR BUSINESS



Thanks for taking a moment to learn about Weeva’s amazing books.  We hope 
to work with you in the near future on a project that captures your company’s 
culture, people and history.

To learn more, reach out to us at business@weeva.com or visit us online at: 
weeva.com/business.

-KG 129128
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